
 

 

Extended Brief 
Radical Foundations in Bloomsbury 
Shaun Murray and Simon Withers 
Intermediate 14 
 
The extended brief is organised into three parts with research ideas and design methodologies. Each 
part investigates various scales of an ecologically informed design methodology of communicating your 
final design project. The first part, Aedicule, describes a version in radical methodologies of 
communication an architecture with site investigations through research into historical radical art 
practices in Bloomsbury. In the second part, Art School, describes a series of design visions to explore 
these concepts via specific studies. The third and final part, World Making, is a compound synthesis of 
the previous two parts where you will finalise your Art School and consider your role of the architect 
towards World Making. The overall aim of this project is to profoundly re-define and re-shape how you 
might design through the radical relationships of working drawings and the environment affect each 
other. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 

 



 

 

An aedicule is a transformative device traversing scale and purpose, sometimes portal, shelter or shrine. 
In 'Heavenly Mansions: An Interpretation of Gothic" John Summerson defines the aedicule exquisitely: 
 
'There is a kind of play common to nearly every child; it is to get under a piece of furniture or some 
extemporised shelter of his own and to exclaim that he is in a 'house'...The Latin word for a building is 
aedes; the word for a little building is aedicula and this word was applied in classical times more 
particularly to little buildings whose function was symbolic--ceremonial. It was applied to a shrine placed 
at the far end, from the entrance, of a temple to receive the statue of a deity--a sort of architectural 
canopy in the form of a rudimentary temple, complete with gable--or, to use the classical word, pediment. 
It was also used for the shrines--again miniature temples--in which the lares or titular deities of a house 
or street were preserved…I am not going to trace back the history of the aedicule, but I suspect it is 
practically as old as architecture itself, and as widespread. The incidence of the aedicule in some Indian 
architecture, for instance, is very striking. This miniature temple used for a ceremonial, symbolic purpose 
may even enshrine one of man's first purely architectural discoveries, a discovery re-enacted by every 
child who establishes his momentary dominion under the table.' 
 
Regarding the transformation of architecture from Romanesque to Gothic: 
 
'So the whole architectural situation was turned upside down. Instead of the aedicule serving to adorn 
the structure, the structure was made the slave of the aedicule. And as a supreme gesture of 
enslavement, the round arch was broken. An examination of the great cathedrals of the 12th-13th 
centuries shows how the aedicule took charge of the new situation. This theme of pure fantasy, once 
released from bondage, was free to range through all gradations of stature from the heroic to the 
minuscule…Gothic man seeks to lose himself not only in the infinity of the great, but also in the infinity of 
the small. The infinity of movement which is macrocosmically expressed in the architectural structure as 
a whole expresses itself macrocosmically in every smallest detail of the building. Every individual detail 
is, in itself, a world of bewildering activity and infinity, a world which repeats in miniature, but with the 
same means, the expression of the whole. 
 
'The creation of something new in the arts invariably means the turning upside-down of some uneasy 
equilibrium, the making of an adjunct into an essential, a parasitic growth into a main stem.’ 
 
Please download and read ‘Heavenly Mansions’: 
 
http://www.franktoker.pitt.edu/0040/downloads/summerson.pdf 
 
 
 
 
RADICAL FOUNDATIONS 
22 September – 10 October 
 
You will identify your research strategies in the context of Bloomsbury via specific historical, social and 
technological investigations of this area of radical foundations. During the initial wide-scale site study you 
will chose a specific site and communicate an "AEDICULE" as your personal artists studio composed of 
nine architectural elements in a detailed composite cut-away axonometric and plan drawing during the 
"48hr DRAWING SESSION". You will also develop an embroidered "LAB COAT DIARY", a fabrication of 
your analyses, throughout the year to explore the network and metaphysics of your architectural 
research. We will do a series of targeted explorations of the Universe that is Bloomsbury. Hidden 
discoveries and projected futures will be used to construct ecologies of thinking, and to communicate the 



 

 

consequences, that will become inherent in your aedicule. What are the variables taken from your site 
context that you will use as design tools? 
1: How does your project site relate to its context SOCIALLY, POLITICALLY and ECONOMICALLY? 
2: What are the ENVIRONMENTAL aspects for your site study? 
3: What could be your TECHNOLOGICAL strategy for your site study in relation to the context? 
 
This will conclude with PIN-UP ONE on 10 October  
 
 
 
Research: 
 
1: Walk one. Your first exploration of Bloomsbury, to be undertaken individually before our first studio 
day on 3 October, is to follow this path but beware of the gaps. It is a walk through radical Bloomsbury 
from the eighteenth century until now curated by ‘past tense’ . Use this walk to start to focus on what 
your specific interests will be. Photograph, record, draw, write: 
http://www.alphabetthreat.co.uk/pasttense/history-group-walks.html 
2: Walk two. To be undertaken by the Unit. Tim Waterman, who is a collaborator of Intermediate 14, will 
walk us through an unfamiliar Bloomsbury landscape and introduce tactics for world making. “Thinking of 
the world as other, no assumptions based on tradition or prejudice. What gives people joy? Why do 
people associate?” 
3: The Horse Hospital. The Unit will visit the Horse Hospital where Roger Burton will explain the 
philosophies behind the Horse Hospital, guide us around the current exhibition and take us on a tour of 
radical clothing from his vast collection housed in Contemporary Wardrobe.  
 
 
Bloomsbury and Seven Dials, sites of radical institutions. 
 
In 1692 Thomas Slaughter founded Slaughter’s Coffee House in St. Martin’s Lane which became the 
explosively productive haunt and home of artists, architects, designers, players of games, makers and 
wasters. This was the first of the many radical schools of art to be born within the anarchic lands of 
Seven Dials and Bloomsbury. Spawned in turn out of Slaughter’s were Godfrey Kneller’s Great Queen 
Street Academy, James Thornhill’s Free Academy and William Hogarth’s St. Martin’s Lane Academy 
(later to mutate into the Royal Academy). These in turn provoked the Salons des Refusés: Fanny 
McIan’s Female School of Art, William Lethaby’s Central School of Arts and Crafts, The Art Workers 
Guild, Felix Slade’s School of Fine Art and Saint Martin’s School of Art. These were all studios with 
fabulous potential within which to make, to experiment, to fail, to produce, to learn.  

Now, as a response to the institutionalisation, financialisation (and absence in many places) of art 
schools in general and the systemic cuts to education, an extraordinary variety of new models and types 
of art school are developing around the world. Some exist for the time of a specific project, some persist. 
Some are tiny, some large. Some nocturnal, some diurnal. Some are free, some not, although in general 
if there is a cost it tends to be small. Some have an independent home, some borrow or steal a home, 
some live in another institution, some exist digitally. What they do tend to have in common is the sharing 
of information and ideas, there being multiple and extensive exchanges and collaborations between 
people and between schools. Models are adapted and transformed quickly, sometimes abruptly. Change 
can be a response to external or internal stimuli. Or boredom. 

Here and now, in 2017, you will be designing new foundations, a new art school in Bloomsbury, taking 
cues from the uniquely fertile cultures and freedoms developed in great schools of art (be they large or 
small, lasting or ephemeral, with or without a home). 
 



 

 

Collonade, Bloomsbury 

659 metres from the AA is to be found a hidden alley named Colonnade. On a dark corner lies the Horse 
Hospital, now a radical arts foundation. Roger Burton, the proprietor and a collaborator of Intermediate 
14, told us the strange story of Colonnade. In the 1920’s a bit of a villain, Evan Evans, had a novel 
business utilising street boys to harvest the rotten tomatoes thrown aside by costermongers, as unfit to 
sell, that lay underneath the stalls in the then nearby Covent Garden market. Other boys were organised 
to scavenge skips and bins for used Heinz bottles. They would then make rotten tomato sauce to be sold 
in second hand Heinz bottles. The market stalls became, if you like, aedicular factories, a small house 
where the boys produced rotten tomato sauce. Evan Evans made a fortune, enough to support political 
ambition and consequently became mayor of St. Pancras. With political respectability a respectable 
business became a necessity and so he founded Evan Evans coach tours. Now needing a home for the 
charabancs, he bought most of the mews buildings in Colonnade and so the coaches would be parked 
along the length of Colonnade which conveniently had narrow entrances at each end, thus becoming an 
open air workshop, garage, coach station and point of departure. We will be regular visitors to the Horse 
Hospital. 
 
 
Reader: An illustrated primer 
(Excerpt from Design Ecologies 2.1) 
 
Depending on the elements involved between context and design in our built environment, the reader 
notices a difference between them. It is suggested that the ‘reader’ exists in the relationship between the 
design and communication; it is the difference that denotes this relationship. The reader tries to describe 
this relationship in its very essence as complex and contingent.  As an illustrated primer you are asked to 
‘read’ the reading of the simulation, revealing the complex relationship between our environment and us. 
Are we as architects reading the reading from our experience of the environment or are we reading the 
reading of the environment through a working drawing? If neither of the above is true then how do we 
communicate our designs a priori to building? A priori to design? A priori to architecture? 
 
The action of reading embodies knowledge through the experience of reading. It is time based, and you 
have to traverse it to understand the complexities of the relationship between working drawing, 
participant and environment. A reader would suggest that we need something in place to translate the 
complexities of the relationship between design and context. This would be explicit and we would not 
delude ourselves that we construct the architecture; we merely put readers in place to translate the 
complexity and beauty of the world. We should view this relationship rather like a sponge, one that 
absorbs the elements of the relationship between context and design through a reader. 
The reader is the translator of the complexities of the site for construction. It is the trace of the other 
activities in the field. A reader is the development of what could be called a ‘screened existence’. It is the 
thin veil between working drawing, participant and environment. It gives real depth to our architecture, 
rather than the flat screen monitor experience we are so used to. The relationship between the context 
and design is one that is acting out its differences and indifferences with its environment through the 
participant.  
 
 



 

 

 
 

(Image of Newspaper, Jochem Hendricks, 1994) 
 
 
Jochem Hendricks Eye Drawings, 1994 
 
Your lab coat diaries will develop over the year as an expressive way to document how you developed 
your design project. An example in newspaper form is this sample of the rendering work of designer 
Jochem Hendricks envisions a relationship between the act of drawing and eye movement. His ‘eye 
drawings’ reveal to us that the complex relationships between participants and environments through 
drawing. Through this approach one could declare the drawing of architecture could challenges the 
predominant notion of the architectural drawing through reading space with our eye movements. Through 
this project, our understanding of drawing and reading are connected in an intimate and complex 
manner. Whilst the reading of the newspaper has already been read, this drawing becomes an intimate 
re-reading through the participant of the project. The environment in which the participant is reading the 
newspaper is not included in the drawing, but what remains behind is a trace of the intake of information. 
Something of the otherwise invisible process of reading is made visible, and a trace of the absorption of 
information remains. The result is a working drawing, which has already been read. The working drawing 
becomes embedded through the participant’s eye movement in the context of reading the newspaper. 
 
 



 

 

 
 

(Image of stoppage through the myriad of coupling and uncoupling in the environment, 2012) 
 
Stoppages: Measuring unknown materiality 
(Excerpt from Design Ecologies 2.1) 
 
Stoppages is a sample removed from the atmosphere in Central London, containing climate proxies and 
including dust and bubbles of temperature, precipitation, chemistry and gas composition from the lower 
atmosphere. Stoppages are physical notations from the environment that become strategic and tactical 
tools that inform our urban environments health, including its characteristic internal structures and 
vibrations; the spatio-temporal pattern of the former superimposes itself on the latter. It is an architecture 
composed of multidimensional environments. Notations occupy most working drawings in architectural 
practice; they can confuse clients, builders and architects alike and disrupt projects. Yet architects mostly 
take them as given, as a neutral code towards the final design. Here I aim to challenge and reverse this 
well-worn assumption. We should design notation to suit a new vision of how we can communicate our 
architectures, spatially and experientially, as the future scaffolding of our architecture, not to suit the 
arbitrary specifications of the notation. Notations can be spatial and embedded in our environment – 
these are called physical notations. Physical notations are incredibly important in understanding how 
sentient beings perceive their environments, and in mediating the experience of the design towards 
building. They allow us to define a fundamentally new, radically restructured architecture for our 
notational systems. Notations are used to construct all architectural drawings and have often been 
studied as whole in space, but never before have they been studied as whole in time. My interests reside 
in a synthesis that proposes that notations adapt best when constantly refined and reshaped by their 
occupants, and that architects can mature from being artists of space to becoming artists of time. In the 
development of form, we should not think of this system of operation in architecture as just a set of 
changes in the architecture in a particular location, but instead as constancy in the relationship between 
working drawing and environment. There are many kinds of relationships between drawing and 
environment; an extremely important one is who communicates with whom and who instructs whom. It is 
the ecology between working drawing and environment that survives and slowly evolves. In this 
evolution, the relation between the working drawing and environment through the participant, the reader 
and space undergoes changes that are, indeed, adaptive from moment to moment. 



 

 

 
 

(Image of a classification system for proto-methods of construction, 2012) 
 
Managing uncertainty - the editor 
(Excerpt from Design Ecologies 2.1) 
 
An editor is about a process of managing uncertainty – the ‘in’, ‘off’ and ‘by’ spaces of design. The 
blurred edges of a design project are not redefined through a computer screen, but rather through a vast 
web of relationships. Think of the editor as the progenitor of classification systems in proto-methods of 
construction – recognizing the importance in designing the connections between manual, digital and 
biological systems. This relationship is dynamic, like buildings, in that it is constantly being refined and 
reshaped by the environment and participants. An editor negotiates the dynamic relationship between 
context and design. More than any other artefact, buildings improve with time, if they are allowed to. 
Architecture can become the editor of environments through the reader – operating as a designer in the 
manner of a refined intuitionism. The idea is that you will design tools for the determining effects of 
interaction between working drawing, participant and environment. If the environment is the editor of 
architecture and not the architect, then the participant is the reader. 
 Drawing forth the idea of working drawing embedded ‘within’ environment, we can begin to 
describe the event before the architecture as architecture. Through a sequence of prompts such as 
palette, intervene, scope, projection, translation, coherence and construct, the editor can enable 
communication. 
 The sequence or combination of each prompt would enable an infinite sequence of spatial 
notations that could be edited for particular types of communication – a reflex for future architectures 
playing as a response to whatever has already occurred, or is now occurring. Design is set in motion as 
a function of what is anticipated or probable – pre-emptive in natural environments. In a sense, 
managing uncertainty comes before the changes in the environment, whereas the architecture comes 
after the changes to the environment. The idea is that the reader should handle exogenous events as 
well as uncertain effects and unknown initial conditions – to provide a reflex in the prompts for every 
possible situation that may be encountered, whether or not the circumstances that would lead to it can 
be envisaged.  



 

 

FOUNDATION DESIGN 
10 October – 14 November 
 
You will develop a basic design strategy in the light of your chosen context and through your initial site 
research drawings and models. Cultivating a detailed study you will compose a suite of nine architectural 
elements as a complex ecology of interacting parts to form your “AEDICULE”. These will be developed 
from the careful consideration and design of the nine elements, which are: foundations, walls, portals, 
windows, roof, ceilings, floors, corridors and thresholds. 
 
This will conclude with PIN-UP TWO on 14 November 
 
 
 
Research ideas: 
 
How might you locate the site? 
 

 
 

(image of a 48hr Draw-a-thon) 
 
 
Aedicule Design 
 
To develop your Aedicule design, we will run a series of drawing workshops to develop your projects; 
particular tactics and strategies will be used to really push the design and personality of your work. Every 
mark and notation will be precious in developing your language. We will start with one of your 
perspective drawings and redraw the same drawing to using a projector, 3D models and video content of 
the context for your project to pursue the redrawing of the drawing. We will focus on specific 
relationships in your project and we will detail specific parts of your project that you are excited by. We 
will animate parts and develop a rich set of relationships.  
 
 



 

 

 
 
(Image of a Navajo Indian making a sand mandala in a healing ritual; the participant sits in the working 
drawing within the environment) 
 
 
Sand Mandala 
 
The creation of a sand mandala requires many hours and days to complete. Each mandala contains 
many notations that must be perfectly reproduced each time the mandala is created. When finished a 
Navajo sand painting ritual may last from five to nine days and range in size from three to fifteen feet or 
more. The Navajo Indians try, by means of mandala –structured sand paintings, to bring a sick person 
back into harmony with himself and with the environment – and thereby to restore his health. The image 
shows a Navajo making a sand painting (a mandala) in a healing ritual; the participant sits in the working 
drawing. By incorporating the Native American mandala as a tool, we too can begin to understand the 
connectedness between drawing, participant and environment within context, design and 
communication. By positioning the participant within the working drawing within the environment there is 
better sense of understanding the reciprocal relationships between working drawing, participant and the 
environment. The participant appears coupled with the environment through the working drawing. This 
drawing system is an experiential model, which allows these reciprocal relationships to become a spatial 
notational system- similar to a conductor (architect) with the orchestra (participant) in a theatre 
(environment). Within the working drawing there are notations, which are highly explicit in their 
relationship to the celestial system and through the environment in which these notations are placed. 
Throughout the ritual the notational system is continually enacted upon depending on the participant’s 
needs. This notational system is embedded within an ecology of relationships that determines the effects 
of interaction throughout the ritual. The totalising tendency of this ritual offer a system of varying power 
and is a pioneering model for notational systems in Architecture – situated, lived and sketched 
encounters of links and couplings into a lived and documented narrative. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
(The plates are from Kellom Tomlinson's manual The Art of Dancing, 1735, which combines Feuillet's 
method of notation with charming illustrations of a couple performing a minuet.) 
 
 
Dance notation: Commotion and Ecology 
 
The Art of Dancing by Kellom Tomlinson was a visionary conception of the eighteenth century: it used 
the bodies of his figures as if they were dancers, shifting, turning and repositioning a new system of 
interaction through the drawing. The relationship between the dancer, the space and the other body and 
the reader of the instruction manual are all taken into consideration. This union of body with linear 
artifice, moreover, comprised the sensual excitement of the dance, for every line that the dancers traced 
brought them into a different kind of physical relationship with each other. The notation Tomlinson shows 
in his images indicates that the two dancers are to face each other as they travel over its curving paths; if 
one imagines the man moving to the left and the woman to the right, one can envision a whole series of 
varying spatial confrontations between the partners, one slipping into the next with the continuous flow of 
music. The notation shows us the whole linear pattern traced by the dancers in the course of this 
extended temporal sequence.  
 
This trailing residue behind the two dancers is a elegant graphic tracing that mirror one another and 
imply the course that the couple will continue travel as they progress with their dancing. This is the 
notation system that had been developed for the ballet in the late-seventeenth century; its longer, curved 
dashes indicate steps, and the smaller symbols attached to the dashes indicate more specifically the 
continuous pattern of bending and rising that characterised the minuet movement. Usually the notations 
were published separately as devices for learning and teaching new dances, as well as for connoisseurs 
who appreciated the visual elegance of the graphic design. Tomlinson’s method of showing notation 



 

 

together with representations of dancers in space helps a contemporary viewer to understand how 
closely geometric patterning was joined to physical movement in the process of both choreographing and 
of executing the dance. Thus, enabling joy from the complexity and ecology of participants in space. 
Here, the participant enacts the relationship between the working drawing and the environment through 
the context of the working drawing.  
 
 
 
AEDICULE DESIGN 
14 November – 12 December 
 
Your design of an "AEDICULE" will be carefully crafted from a series of investigations through the 
context.  Year Two students will each choose from a series of specific sites, which we will discuss at our 
first tutorial. Year Three students will choose their own sites. Our aim is too lock-down your sites within 
the three-week study so you are not adrift. A question to consider is: What are the Metaphysics of your 
Architecture?  
We propose that buildings adapt best when constantly refined and reshaped by their occupants, and that 
architects can mature from being artists of space to artists of time. The word building contains the double 
reality. It means both action of the verb ‘build’ and ‘that which is built’ – both verb and noun, both action 
and the result. Whereas architecture may strive to be permanent, a ‘building’ is always building and 
rebuilding.  
 
This will conclude with AEDICULE CRIT on 12 December 
 
 
Research ideas: 
 

 



 

 

 
 

(Image from participant in transdisciplinary research session using GPS and Ultrasound scanning) 
 
 
Outside/ Inside 
 
A research session where we developed projects where touch is our bridge with architecture and the 
world. All of our senses are extensions of touch, since our ears, nose, mouth and eyes are all 
specializations of the skin, the most sensitive of our organs. As Pallasmaa puts it, ‘touch is the 
unconscious of vision, and this hidden tactile experience determines the sensuous quality of the 
perceived object, and mediates messages of invitation or rejection, courtesy, or hostility.’ (Pallasmaa 
2000: 79). Digital technologies now allow us to ‘touch’ different spaces that are both inside us and 
outside us, and close to us and far away from us. This three-day session encouraged participants to 
consider the design space that is found between the GPS satellites that orbit the Earth at a height of 
12,600 miles, and the 20cm sensing depth of ultrasound scanners that can reveal the organs beneath 
our skin. The first day involved, a day trip into the wide-open spaces of Dartmoor National Park to 
explore the idiosyncrasies of recording movement, form and location through the correlation of data 
gathered from the satellites and space vehicles that are circling the Earth. In contrast the second day 
involves a short session at the Peninsula Radiology Academy, where participants had the opportunity to 
use ultrasound technology to scan the insides of a live human body. The sense of touch obviously plays 
a unique and important role in human interaction. Touching is not only closely linked to sexual activity 
and to notions of closeness and intimacy, but as evidenced is central to our language. Furthermore, as 
evidenced in the research on social touch, touching plays a role – albeit sometimes subliminal – in a 
much wider variety of social transactions than is ordinarily appreciated. In general, it seems clear that the 
inclusion of touching in shared virtual environments will strongly increase the sense of togetherness. 
When technologies facilitate communication, they are in a sense amplifying our natural senses and 
perception. It is as if our eyes, ears, and mouths were extended beyond their normal reach and 
capability. But technologies also extend our perceptions asymmetrically. Phones improve our hearing but 
do little for our vision. Email is used for conversation, but of a kind that lacks the tone and 
expressiveness of the voice. Thus it makes sense to ask how a technology extends or amplifies the 
senses, and in what mode and with what kind of results. Materiality and amplification: design, functions, 
features, and the interface to the human face. Even visual perceptions are fused and integrated into the 
haptic continuum of the self; my body remembers who I am and where I am located in the world. My 
body is truly the navel of my world, not in the sense of the viewing point of the central perspective, but as 
the very locus of reference, memory, imagination and integration.  
 



 

 

 
 

(Image of the Black Maria Studio, Thomas Alva Edison, 1892) 
 
 
Black Maria Studio 
 
 
One example of a project that connects aedicule with the environment is the Black Maria Studio created 
by Thomas Alva Edison, which was the world’s first film production studio. The studio had a roof that 
could be opened to admit sunlight for illumination, and the building itself was mounted on a revolving 
pivot so that the structure could be constantly repositioned to keep it aligned with the sun. Through the 
lens of the relationship between participant and environment the actualisation of form is reconceived – 
out of place and time.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

(Image of a Relational Architecture, Rafael Lorenzo Hemmer, 2005) 
 
 
Relational Architecture 
 
Rafael Lorenzo Hemmer defines the term Relational Architecture as the technological actualisation of 
buildings and public spaces with alien memory. Relational Architecture aims to transform the master 
narratives of a specific building by adding or subtracting audiovisual elements to affect it, effect it and re-
contextualize it. Relational buildings have audience-activated hyperlinks to predetermined spatio-
temporal settings that may include other buildings, other political or aesthetic contexts, other histories, or 
other physics. Relational Architecture is based on dissimulation by inviting participants to probe, interact 
and experiment with real buildings and the projected false construct. Relational Architecture amplifies the 
relationship of the participant to the buildings scale or emphasizes the relationship between urban and 
personal scale by dematerializing the environment. Relational Architecture is participant-centred, 
whereby Hemmer creates a situation where the drawing, participant and environment through context, 
design and communication relate in new ways.  
 
 
 



 

 

 
(Image of recursive handrail, 2012) 

 
Recursive handrail 
(Excerpt from Design Ecologies 2.1) 
 
Recursion is used to describe the relationship between objects, and the object defined is being defined 
within its own definition. The term is also used more generally to describe a process of repeating objects 
in a self-similar way. Broadly speaking, recursion concerns the way in which events continually enter 
into, become entangled with, and then re-enter the universe they describe. The recursive handrail was 
developed for use with the Building Energy Management System in the Portland Square building at the 
University of Plymouth. The concept for the handrail is about the recursion of form with a real-time feed 
from the temperature sensors in the building. To achieve this, an existing handrail in Atrium B of the 
Portland Square building was chosen as the site for the Recursive handrail. There are six smart 
temperature sensors around the existing handrail. The real-time temperature feed is used to assimilate 
slivers of the recursive handrail. As a section of the new handrail is constructed, this new handrail 
replaces the existing section of the handrail. Each day, from dawn until dusk, data are collated and a 
unique form for the section of the handrail is defined. From dusk until dawn, one new section of the 
handrail is printed using a rapid prototyping machine. Thus, each day the handrail evolves in its shape. 
The new section of the handrail has a smart heating element placed inside its centre. The temperature 
from the handrail is linked to the amount of public traffic in the building – i.e. if there are many people 
walking up the Atrium B staircase, the temperature will be low, or if there is very little public traffic the 
temperature will be high. The heat produced affects the readings on the smart sensors, and thus the 
participant in the space becomes involved in the relationship of defining the shape of the handrail 
through the relationship with the building. In effect, the participant is slowly adapting and augmenting the 
building through occupation. The handrail is thus composed of participant actions; it is recursive over its 
various boundaries. If the participant of the building feels cold, the handrail can be set according to his or 
her specific bodily threshold of ‘coldness’. This change in ‘state of bias’ determines an event in a 
subsystem. A switch goes on or off in the handrail, and this event then changes a setting on the handrail 
and the handrail switch goes on or off. The participant, who belongs to an even larger system, may also 
sense the difference between the building temperature and the weather outside through the form and 
temperature of the handrail. There are multiple feedback loops. One feedback loop simply returns the 
change in temperature to the bias of the handrail in the subsystem. In this event the switch will either go 
on or off in the handrail. The subsystem will continue in a self-maintaining oscillation, for when a rise in 
temperature of the building creates fluctuations, these are held between thresholds or existing limits set 
on the handrail. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
BUILDING DESIGN 
09 January – 20 February 
 
The "AEDICULE" will become the initial artists studio for your "ART SCHOOL" design exploration. You 
will develop your nine architectural elements through a personal spatial notational language to use in the 
construction of the architecture. You will consider your "ART SCHOOL" in relation to Building in relation 
to "NINE ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS", Building in relation to "CONTEXT" and Building in relation to 
"TECHNICAL FOCUS". Through your design you will consider the "ART SCHOOL" as a platform for 
state-of-the-art experiments that link architecture, technology and the metaphysics of architecture. An 
"ART SCHOOL" that operates as a particle accelerator. It crashes terms together that have little obvious 
affinity, and even negative, or mutually repulsive valence, fusing them momentarily – but repeatedly – 
into unstable super-particles, amidst explosions of cryptic debris. What are the ecologies your building is 
entering into? The development of the "BUILDING DESIGN" will become episodes of learning to be apart 
of a wider community and the "LAB COAT DIARY" will be enriched as the project develops as critical 
reflexive tool. We will have a second 48hr DRAWING SESSION on 30 January, to develop a large 
detailed warped perspective of your design proposal, revealing specific technical details and spatial 
relationships that will support your design proposal. 
 
This will conclude with a BUILDING CRIT on 20 February. 
 
 
TECHNOLOGY DESIGN 
20 February – 20 March 
 
You will focus on a specific aspect or quality of your design project to develop a rigorous and additive 
technological focus. The technology in design can be used to underpin the project in terms of how your 
building is put together through construction and structure. The PROJECT STATEMENT must 
incorporate your critical argument in relation too the project brief, including, response to site research 
through the "LAB COAT DIARY", "AEDICULE", "ART SCHOOL", "NINE ARCHITECTURAL 
ELEMENTS", "TECHNICAL FOCUS" and "REFLEXIVE ARCHITECTURE". We will have a "COLOUR 
and TEXTURE SESSION" on 06 March, where you will consider the communication of colour and texture 
in your project to enhance and give rigor to every architectural element being considered.  
 
This will conclude with a BUILDING CRIT on 20 March. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Research ideas: 
 
Are they developing radical geo-fencing networks? 
 

 
 

(image of two geofences defined in a GPS application) 
 
 
Geofencing 
 
Geofencing is the use of GPS or RFID technology to create a virtual geographic boundary, enabling 
software to trigger a response when a mobile device enters or leaves a particular area. 
 
 
Could scanning electron microscopes be identifying new worlds? 
 

 
 

(Image from SEM and Simulation Model, 2010) 



 

 

Can we design a reflexive architecture through occupation in buildings? 
 

 
 

(Aerial Photograph of Transdisciplinary research session 5, 2010) 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
‘We live in a world desperate to discover a set of rules from which we can derive principles about the 
environment, and relations between human activity and the environment, yet the holistic perspectives we 
require seem to elude us’ (Harries-Jones, 1995: 3). 
 
"During a time of universal dispute, telling the truth becomes a revolutionary act." George Orwell 
 
 
PROJECT PRESENTATION 
24 April – 22 May 
On 24 April, we will have a COMMUNICATION AND STATEMENT SESSION where we would like you to 
consider all of your projects as a series of micro-schools, aware of and in-touch with each other, 
networked into an international community of radical institutions. Consider your architecture from the 
detail of a door handle to establishing firm foundations at a variety of scales, to collaborate with radical 
communities. We will focus on project refinement and technical resolution.  
 
 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
15 May 
 
The project statement must be complete and handed to tutors for final comments and feedback. During 
this time we will organise a round table discussion with invited guests too launch the new issue of Design 
Ecologies issue on “RADICAL FOUNDATIONS” with contributions from Bryan Cantley (CSUF), Marcos 
Novak (UCSB), Ed Keller (Parsons New School), Jill Stoner (Carleton University) Robin Wilson (Bartlett). 
Supported by publishing key student projects in Design Ecologies peer-reviewed academic journal, 
published through Intellect books.  
 



 

 

 
 
This will conclude with a PROJECT PRESENTATION/ FINAL CRIT on 22 May 
 
 
PORTFOLIO PRACTICE PRESENTATION  
22 May – 12 June 
 
You will respond to any relevant comments from your FINAL CRIT that urgently needs to be considered 
more fully in your design project and project statement. Make sure you practice your presentation and 
consider more clarity and rigor communicating your ideas through your project. 
 
 
YEAR TWO END OF YEAR REVIEWS 
4 June – 5 June 
 
 
INTERMEDIATE (Part 1) FINAL check  
11 June – 12 June 
 
 
ARB/RIBA PART 1 EXTERNAL EXAMINATION 
19 June 
 
 
AA EXHIBITION 
22 June 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Developing an Intelligent Network  
 
Your research on radical foundations comes at time when it seems that we should be concerned with 
relationships between things and not the thing itself. There have been many shifts over the past decade 
that enforces the argument that we should concentrate on the relationship, for example, between people 
and built systems, between built systems and their infrastructures or between these infrastructures and 
the ecosystem. Here you will develop a feedback system approach of what you have learned through 
part 1 and part 2 and develop a rich set of relationships. Modelling relationships within the field will be an 
architecture that has an active and recursive engagement with its environment. If we understand our 
environments to be composed of multiple ecologies, then we may be able to operate as a designer 
within them.  
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Frederick Kiesler’s Correalism 
 
A particular active thread of ideas in thinking about World Making can be seen through Frederick 
Kiesler’s introduction of his theory of Correalism or the science of reciprocal relationships in 1939, which 
expresses the dynamics of the continual interaction between man and his natural and technological 
environments. Kiesler readdressed a definition and test for a new approach to building design through 
his manifesto On Correalism and the Biotechnique: A Definition and test of a New Approach to Building 
Design. This article expressed a crisis in architecture was due to the lack of science dealing with the 
laws that govern ‘man as a nucleus of forces’ (Kiesler 1939: 60). 
 
The fact that when architecture can fully exchange information with natural phenomena, with a mutable 
field of quantum fluctuations, architecture’s capabilities for knowledge and communication would be far 
deeper and more extended that presently understood. It also would blur the boundary lines of our 
individuality – our very sense of separateness with the built environment. If architecture could boil down 
to charged particles interacting with a field and sending out and receiving quantum information, where 
does it end and the rest of the world begin? Where was consciousness- encased inside the architecture 
or out in the field? Indeed there was no more out there if it and the rest of the world are so 
interconnected. 
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